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SE  Fractals and Scaling in Finance: Discontinuity, Concentration, Risk.

SE* Fractals and Scaling in Finance: Discontinuity, Concentration, Risk.

SFE Fractales, hasard et finance (1959 - 1997).

Fraktaly, sluchai i financy.  Russian Translation of SFE by V.V. Shulikowskoi.


SH Gaussian Self-Affinity and Fractals: Globality, the Earth, 1/f, and R/S.

SC Fractals and Chaos: The Mandelbrot Set and Beyond.

Russian Translation of SC.  Moscow & Izhevsk: R & C Dynamics (in progress).


SF Essais et portraits: essais sur les fractales et portraits d’hommes de science.

SK Power-law distributions.

SP Fractal and Multifractal Finance: Crashes and Long Dependence.

SR Random Multifractals.